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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a vehicular
steering hanger assembly for supporting a steering col-
umn of a steering device.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A steering hanger assembly for a vehicle is po-
sitioned at a rear part of a dashboard between left and
right front pillars. Techniques relating to steering hanger
assemblies are known from JP S59-109576 A and JP
H09-277961 A.
[0003] The vehicular steering hanger assembly dis-
closed in JP S59-109576 A is configured so as to be
substantially crank-shaped in plan view by a first beam,
a second beam, and a connecting member. Specifically,
the passenger seat side of this assembly is offset from
the driver seat side thereof.
[0004] The first beam extends toward the lateral center
from a right front pillar. The second beam extends toward
the lateral center from a left front pillar, and a distal-end
part thereof on the center side is offset in the front-rear
direction of the vehicle body in relation to a distal-end
part of the first beam on the center side thereof. The
connecting member connects the mutually offset distal-
end parts of the first and second beams.
[0005] This assembly increases the degree of freedom
of the positioning of the steering column, and of the ar-
rangement of various accessories attached to an instru-
ment panel, such as an audio device, a navigation device,
and an air conditioner duct. The space inside a passenger
compartment can therefore be efficiently utilized.
[0006] A steering hanger assembly generally serves
to transmit an impulsive load (side collision load) that
occurs during a collision with an obstacle from a side of
the vehicle, i.e., a so-called lateral collision, to the oppo-
site side from the collision side. In the assembly disclosed
in JP S59-109576 A, care must be taken to efficiently
transmit a side collision load between the mutually offset
first beam and second beam. Since stress is concentrat-
ed in the connected portion of the mutually offset distal-
end parts of the first and second beams, there is a need
to increase the strength and rigidity of the connected por-
tion. However, since simply increasing strength and ri-
gidity leads to increased weight of the vehicle body, there
is room for improvement.
[0007] The vehicular steering hanger assembly dis-
closed in JP H09-277961 A employs steering hanger
beams configured such that distal-end parts of a pair of
beams comprising straight pipes having mutually differ-
ent thicknesses are fit together. The steering hanger
beams re provided between left and right front pillars. A
thick beam is positioned on the driver-seat side, and a
thin beam is positioned on the passenger-seat side. The
strength and rigidity of the steering hanger beams there-

fore differ between the driver-seat side and the passen-
ger-seat side.
[0008] However, in the assembly disclosed in JP
H09-277961 A , there is room for improvement with re-
gard to increasing the degree of freedom in the arrange-
ment of various accessories.
[0009] EP 0 990 578 A2 discloses a vehicular steering
hanger assembly in accordance with the preamble of
claim 1. There, the steering support bracket is not closed
by any cover.
[0010] DE 10 2008 045 914 A1 shows a steering hang-
er assembly comprising a tube-shaped first beam and a
tube-shaped second beam overlapping each other in the
lateral direction of the vehicle and connected to each
other by a bracket.
[0011] US 6,250,678 B1 shows a vehicular steering
hanger assembly having a first tubular beam extending
over the full length of the steering hanger assembly, and
a second tubular beam 3 extending in parallel to the first
beam only on the side of the steering column. The first
and second beams are connected by a bracket having a
non-U-shaped cross section.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0012] An object of the present invention is to provide
a technique capable of increasing the strength and rigid-
ity of a steering hanger assembly and efficiently trans-
mitting the impulse energy of a side collision between a
first beam and a second beam while increasing the de-
gree of freedom of arrangement in an instrument panel
and suppressing an increase in weight of the vehicle
body.

Solution to Problem

[0013] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a vehicular steering hanger as-
sembly for supporting a steering column in accordance
with claim 1.
[0014] The steering hanger assembly comprises: a
first beam extending toward a lateral center from a right
front pillar; a second beam extending toward the lateral
center from a left front pillar, a distal-end part of the sec-
ond beam on the center side thereof overlapping with a
distal-end part of the first beam on the center side thereof
with or without a gap therebetween in a front-rear direc-
tion and/or a top-bottom direction of a vehicle body; and
left and right beam connecting members for connecting
the mutually overlapping distal-end parts of the first and
second beams; a beam structure being configured from
the first and second beams and the left and right beam
connecting members; and the beam structure being also
connected by a vehicle body connecting member to a
vehicle body constituent member of the vehicle body oth-
er than the left and right front pillars.
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[0015] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, the other vehicle body constituent member is
a dashboard positioned in front of the beam structure.
[0016] According to a third aspect of the present inven-
tion, at least one beam connecting member of the left
and right beam connecting members comprises a steer-
ing support bracket for supporting the steering column,
the vehicle body connecting member being a member of
the beam structure, and adapted for connecting the steer-
ing support bracket to the dashboard, the vehicle body
connecting member comprising a member separate from
the steering support bracket.
[0017] According to a fourth aspect of the present in-
vention, the steering support bracket is formed having a
substantially U-shaped cross-section, and an open end
of the substantially U-shaped cross-section is closed by
a cover.
[0018] Further, according to a fifth aspect of the
present invention, sides constituting the substantially U-
shaped cross-section of the steering support bracket are
joined to either the first beam or the second beam, and
the cover is joined to the distal-end part of the first beam
and/or the distal-end part of the second beam.
[0019] Preferably, according to a sixth aspect of the
present invention, the steering support bracket has a first
joint joined to the distal-end part of the first beam, and a
second joint joined to the distal-end part of the second
beam.
[0020] More preferably, according to a seventh aspect
of the present invention, the vehicle body connecting
member is a press-molded plate, and a notch is formed
therein at a location partway in the front-rear direction of
the vehicle body.
[0021] More preferably, according to an eighth aspect
of the present invention, the other vehicle body constit-
uent member is a floor panel positioned below the beam
structure, the vehicle body connecting member is a mem-
ber extending to the floor panel from any one beam con-
necting member including the right beam connecting
member and the left beam connecting member, the one
beam connecting member has a flange, and the flange
extends from the one beam connecting member so as
to follow an external peripheral surface of any one beam
of the first and second beams, and is joined to the external
peripheral surface.
[0022] More preferably, according to a ninth aspect of
the present invention, the one beam connecting member
has a facing surface part facing an end surface of the
one beam on a lateral center side thereof, and the flange
extends so as to follow the external peripheral surface
of the one beam from the facing surface part in the one
beam connecting member.
[0023] More preferably, according to a tenth aspect of
the present invention, the flange includes a front surface
joint joined to a front surface in the external peripheral
surface of the one beam, and a rear surface joint joined
to a rear surface in the external peripheral surface, the
vehicle body connecting member is a member having a

substantially U-shaped cross-section in plan view and
comprises a side wall extending downward from a bottom
end of the facing surface part, a front wall extending
downward from a bottom end of the front surface joint,
and a rear wall extending downward from a bottom end
of the rear surface joint, the one beam connecting mem-
ber has a bottom joint protruding from the facing surface
part toward a bottom part of an end surface of the one
beam on the lateral center side thereof, and the bottom
joint being joined to the bottom part of the end surface.
[0024] More preferably, according to an eleventh as-
pect of the present invention, the one beam connecting
member has, besides the flange, a separate flange joined
to the other of any of the first and second beams, and
the separate flange is a portion extending from an edge
of the facing surface part so as to follow the external
peripheral surface of the other beam, and is joined to the
external peripheral surface.
[0025] More preferably, according to a twelfth aspect
of the present invention, the flange has: a through-hole
formed in a facing surface part of the one beam connect-
ing member facing the lateral direction, the one beam
being able to pass through the through-hole; and an an-
nular extension flange extending from an edge of the
through-hole so as to follow the external peripheral sur-
face of the one beam.
[0026] More preferably, according to a thirteenth as-
pect of the present invention, the one beam connecting
member has, besides the flange, a separate flange joined
to the other of any of the first and second beams, the
separate flange is a portion extending from an edge of
the facing surface part along the external peripheral sur-
face of the other beam toward the front pillar on the side
on which the other beam is joined, and is joined to the
external peripheral surface, and the extension flange ex-
tends toward the front pillar on the side on which the one
beam is joined.
[0027] More preferably, according to a fourteenth as-
pect of the present invention, the one beam connecting
member has an inclined flange extending in the extension
direction of the separate flange from the facing surface
part, the inclined flange is formed so as to follow an edge
of the facing surface part from the separate flange at least
through a region where the extension flange is formed,
and the extension length of the inclined flange is set so
as to gradually decrease from the separate flange to the
region.
[0028] More preferably, according to a fifteenth aspect
of the present invention, the through-hole and the exten-
sion flange are a hole and an annular flange formed by
burring the facing surface part.
[0029] Preferably, according to a sixteenth aspect of
the present invention, at least one of the first and second
beams comprises a pipe, the pipe comprises a beam
body and a diameter expansion part at an end part of the
beam body on the lateral center side thereof, and the
diameter of the diameter expansion part is greater than
the diameter of the beam body.
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[0030] More preferably, according to a seventeenth as-
pect of the present invention, the diameter expansion
part is joined directly to an external peripheral surface of
the other of any of the first and second beams, whereby
one beam connecting member of any of the left and right
beam connecting members is configured from the diam-
eter expansion part.
[0031] More preferably, according to an eighteenth as-
pect of the present invention, the diameter expansion
part includes a tapered part, the diameter of which in-
creases toward the diameter expansion part from the
beam body.
[0032] More preferably, according to a nineteenth as-
pect of the present invention, the one beam connecting
member of any of the left and right beam connecting
members has a first flange superposed on and joined to
an external peripheral surface of the diameter expansion
part of the one beam, and a second flange superposed
on and joined to the external peripheral surface of the
other beam.
[0033] More preferably, according to a twentieth as-
pect of the present invention, the diameter expansion
part includes a large-diameter part adjoining an end of
the tapered part on a large-diameter side thereof, the
diameter of the large-diameter part is set to be the same
as the diameter of the end of the tapered part on the
large-diameter side thereof, and the first flange is joined
to the large-diameter part.
[0034] More preferably, according to a twenty-first as-
pect of the present invention, the diameter expansion
part has a trapezoid part, where the boundary between
the beam body and the tapered part is a top side thereof,
the boundary between the tapered part and the large-
diameter part is a bottom side thereof, and outside lines
of the tapered part are a set of opposing sides thereof.
[0035] More preferably, according to a twenty-second
aspect of the present invention, the other vehicle body
constituent member is a floor panel positioned below the
beam structure, and the vehicle body connecting mem-
ber is a member extending from the one beam connecting
member to the floor panel.
[0036] According to a twenty-third aspect of an embod-
iment not covered by the present invention, there is pro-
vided a vehicular steering hanger assembly for support-
ing a steering column, which assembly comprises: a first
beam extending toward a lateral center from a right front
pillar; a second beam extending toward the lateral center
from a left front pillar, a distal-end part of the second
beam on the center side thereof overlapping with a distal-
end part of the first beam on the center side thereof with
or without a gap therebetween; left and right beam con-
necting members for connecting the mutually overlap-
ping distal-end parts of the first and second beams; and
a floor connecting frame extending downward from any
one beam connecting member of the right beam con-
necting member and the left beam connecting member,
and being joined to the floor panel; the one beam con-
necting member having a first flange joined to an external

peripheral surface of one beam of any of the first
and second beams and extending from the one beam
connecting member so as to follow the external periph-
eral surface, and a second flange joined to an external
peripheral surface of the other of any of the first and sec-
ond beams and extending from the one beam connecting
member so as to follow the external peripheral surface;
and a beam structure being configured from the first and
second beams and the left and right beam connecting
members.
[0037] According to a twenty-fourth aspect of an em-
bodiment not covered by the present invention, there is
provided a vehicular steering hanger assembly for sup-
porting a steering column, which assembly comprises: a
first beam extending toward a lateral center from a right
front pillar; and a second beam extending toward the lat-
eral center from a left front pillar, a distal-end part of the
second beam on the center side thereof overlapping with
a distal-end part of the first beam on the center side there-
of; at least one of the first and second beams comprising
a pipe; the pipe comprising a beam body and a diameter
expansion part of the beam body; the diameter of the
diameter expansion part being greater than the diameter
of the beam body; and the diameter expansion part being
joined directly to an external peripheral surface of the
other of any of the first and second beams.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0038] In the first aspect of the present invention, the
distal-end part of the second beam extending toward the
lateral center from the left front pillar overlaps with the
distal-end part of the first beam extending toward the
lateral center from the right front pillar. Specifically, the
second beam is offset with respect to the first beam in
the front-rear direction and/or the top-bottom direction of
the vehicle body. The first and second beams can there-
fore be easily arranged in the passenger compartment
in accordance with an instrument panel.
[0039] Furthermore, the distal-end parts of the first and
second beams are connected by the left and right beam
connecting members. The first and second beams and
the left and right beam connecting members constitute
a beam structure. The beam structure is configured as
generally frame-shaped on a lateral center side. The
strength and rigidity of the joined portions of the distal-
end parts of the first and second beams can therefore be
increased.
[0040] The efficiency of load transmission between the
first beam and the second beam can also be increased.
In particular, since the impulse energy of a collision with
an obstacle from a side of the vehicle, i.e., a so-called
lateral collision, can be efficiently transmitted between
the first beam and the second beam, the impulse energy
can be adequately transmitted to the front pillar on the
opposite side from that of the lateral collision.
[0041] Furthermore, the beam structure is also con-
nected by the vehicle body connecting member to a por-
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tion (other vehicle body constituent member) of the ve-
hicle body other than the left and right front pillars. Since
the beam structure is supported by the vehicle body con-
necting member, a commensurate amount of additional
strength and rigidity can be provided. There is no need
for further reinforcement for increasing the strength and
rigidity of the beam structure. Since the weight of the
beam structure can be suppressed, an increase in the
weight of the vehicle body can also be suppressed.
[0042] In the invention according to the first aspect,
offsetting the second beam with respect to the first beam
between the driver-seat side and the passenger-seat
side makes it possible to increase the degree of freedom
of arrangement in an instrument panel. The strength and
rigidity of the steering hanger assembly can also be in-
creased, and an increase in the weight of the vehicle
body can be suppressed.
[0043] In the invention according to the second aspect,
the other vehicle body constituent member to which the
beam structure is connected through use of the vehicle
body connecting member is a dashboard. A load acting
on the beam structure is transmitted to the dashboard
via the vehicle body connecting member. Since the beam
structure is supported by the dashboard, the strength and
rigidity of the beam structure can be even further in-
creased while an increase in the weight of the vehicle
body is suppressed.
[0044] In the invention according to the third aspect,
at least one of the left and right beam connecting mem-
bers is configured from a steering support bracket for
supporting the steering column. Specifically, the steering
support bracket is a portion of the beam structure, and
is connected to the dashboard by the vehicle body con-
necting member. The vehicle body connecting member
is a member separate from the steering support bracket.
The strength characteristics of the steering support
bracket and the strength characteristics of the vehicle
body connecting member can therefore easily be set in-
dividually.
[0045] For example, the characteristics of the steering
support bracket are set so that the strength or rigidity
necessary for supporting the steering column is obtained.
Meanwhile, the characteristics of the vehicle body con-
necting member are set so as to increase the ability to
absorb impulse energy when a collision occurs with an
obstacle from in front of the vehicle, i.e., when a so-called
frontal collision occurs. Specifically, the wall thickness of
the steering support bracket can be set to a large value,
and the wall thickness of the vehicle body connecting
member can be set to a small value.
[0046] In the invention according to the fourth aspect,
the open end of the steering support bracket having a
substantially U-shaped cross-section is closed by the
cover, and a closed section is thereby formed. The rigidity
of the steering support bracket can therefore be in-
creased.
[0047] In the invention according to the fifth aspect,
sides constituting the substantially U-shaped cross-sec-

tion of the steering support bracket are joined to either
the first beam or the second beam. The cover for closing
the open end of the substantially U-shaped cross-section
is joined to the distal-end part of the first beam and/or
the distal-end part of the second beam. The strength with
which the steering support bracket is joined to the first
and second beams is therefore increased.
[0048] In the invention according to the sixth aspect,
the steering support bracket has a first joint joined to the
distal-end part of the first beam, and a second joint joined
to the distal-end part of the second beam. There is there-
fore no need for a separate member for joining the steer-
ing support bracket to the first and second beams. The
beam structure can therefore be configured from a small
number of components.
[0049] In the invention according to the seventh as-
pect, the vehicle body connecting member is a press-
molded plate, and a notch is formed therein at a location
partway in the front-rear direction of the vehicle body.
The weak portion where the notch is formed in the vehicle
body connecting member therefore undergoes plastic
deformation when a collision occurs with an obstacle
from in front of the vehicle, i.e., when a so-called frontal
collision occurs. For example, the vehicle body connect-
ing member bends at the notch, which acts as a starting
point for bending, and the absorption of impulse energy
can thereby be facilitated.
[0050] In the invention according to the eighth aspect,
the other vehicle body constituent member to which the
beam structure is connected by the vehicle body con-
necting member is a floor panel. The vehicle body con-
necting member extends to the floor panel from one beam
connecting member. A load acting on the beam structure
is transmitted from the one beam connecting member to
the floor panel via the vehicle body connecting member.
Since the beam structure is supported by the floor panel,
the strength and rigidity of the beam structure can be
even further increased while an increase in the weight of
the vehicle body is suppressed.
[0051] Furthermore, one beam connecting member of
the left and right beam connecting members has a flange.
The flange extends from the one beam connecting mem-
ber so as to follow an external peripheral surface of any
one beam of the first and second beams, and is joined
to the external peripheral surface. The strength with
which the one beam and the one beam connecting mem-
ber are joined is therefore increased. Consequently, the
strength with which the vehicle body connecting member
is joined to the beam structure via the one beam con-
necting member is increased. The strength and rigidity
of the beam structure can therefore be even further in-
creased.
[0052] In the invention according to the ninth aspect,
the one beam connecting member of any of the left and
right beam connecting members has a facing surface
part facing an end surface of the one beam on a lateral
center side thereof. The flange extends so as to follow
the external peripheral surface of the one beam from the
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facing surface part in the one beam connecting member.
The flange can therefore be joined to the external periph-
eral surface of the end surface portion of the one beam
on the lateral center,side thereof while the end surface
portion is covered by the facing surface part and the
flange. The strength with which the one beam and the
one beam connecting member are joined is further in-
creased. Consequently, the strength with which the ve-
hicle body connecting member is joined to the beam
structure via the one beam connecting member is in-
creased. The strength and rigidity of the beam structure
can therefore be even further increased.
[0053] In the invention according to the tenth aspect,
a front surface joint of the flange is joined to a front surface
in the external peripheral surface of the one beam. A rear
surface joint of the flange is joined to a rear surface in
the external peripheral surface of the one beam. The ve-
hicle body connecting member is a member having a
substantially U-shaped cross-section in plan view and
comprises a side wall, a front wall, and a rear wall. The
side wall extends downward from a bottom end of the
facing surface part. The front wall extends downward
from a bottom end of the front surface joint. The rear wall
extends downward from a bottom end of the rear surface
joint.
[0054] The one beam connecting member is thus
formed having a substantially U-shaped cross-section in
plan view by the facing surface part, the front surface
joint, and the rear surface joint. The vehicle body con-
necting member is formed having a substantially U-
shaped cross-section in plan view from the facing surface
part, the front surface joint, and the rear surface joint of
the one beam connecting member, which each extend
continuously downward. Specifically, the cross-section
of the vehicle body connecting member is essentially
continuous with respect to the cross-section of the one
beam connecting member. The strength and rigidity of
the one beam connecting member and the strength and
rigidity of the vehicle body connecting member can there-
fore be made essentially uniform. A load acting on the
beam structure can be efficiently transmitted and dis-
persed from the one beam connecting member to the
floor panel via the vehicle body connecting member.
[0055] Furthermore, the bottom joint of the one beam
connecting member protrudes from the facing surface
part toward a bottom part of an end surface of the one
beam on the lateral center side thereof, and the bottom
joint is joined to the bottom part of the end surface. The
bottom joint can therefore be fixed to the bottom part of
the end surface even when a gap is present between the
facing surface part and the bottom part of the end surface
of the one beam on the lateral center side thereof. The
one beam connecting member is joined to the one beam
at three locations including the front part, the rear part,
and the bottom part of the one beam connecting member,
and the strength with which the one beam connecting
member is joined to the beam structure is thereby in-
creased. A load acting on the beam structure can there-

fore be efficiently transmitted to the one beam connecting
member.
[0056] In the invention according to the eleventh as-
pect, the one beam connecting member has, besides the
flange, a separate flange for joining to the other of any
of the first and second beams. The separate flange ex-
tends from an edge of the facing surface part so as to
follow the external peripheral surface of the other beam,
and is joined to the external peripheral surface. The one
beam connecting member is thus securely joined to both
the first and second beams by two flanges. As a result,
the strength with which the one beam connecting mem-
ber is joined to the first and second beams is increased.
Loads can therefore be efficiently transmitted between
the first beam and the second beam by the one beam
connecting member. Since there is also no need for a
separate member for joining the one beam connecting
member to the first and second beams, the number of
components can remain small, and a reduction in the
cost of the steering hanger assembly can be anticipated.
[0057] In the invention according to the twelfth aspect,
the flange has a through-hole formed in a facing surface
part of the one beam connecting member facing the lat-
eral direction, the one beam being able to pass through
the through-hole, and an annular extension flange ex-
tending from an edge of the through-hole so as to follow
the external peripheral surface of the one beam. A toler-
ance is present at the position of the end surface, on the
lateral center side, of the one beam attached to the front
pillar. However, the passing of the end part of the one
beam on the lateral center side thereof through the
through-hole and the annular extension flange makes it
possible to easily absorb the tolerance at the position of
the end surface of the one beam. Since the extension
flange is formed having an annular shape, the extension
flange can be joined over the entire circumference there-
of or at any location thereof to the external peripheral
surface of the one beam passed through the inside of
the extension flange. There is therefore no need to pro-
vide a protruding part protruding from the facing surface
part toward the end surface of the one beam in order to
join the facing surface part to a predetermined location
on the end surface of the one beam.
[0058] In the invention according to the thirteenth as-
pect, the one beam connecting member has, besides the
flange, a separate flange for joining to the other of any
of the first and second beams. The separate flange is a
portion extending from an edge of the facing surface part
along the external peripheral surface of the other beam
toward the front pillar on the side on which the other beam
is joined, and is joined to the external peripheral surface.
The extension flange extends toward the front pillar on
the side on which the one beam is joined. The one beam
connecting member is thus securely joined to both the
first and second beams by two flanges. As a result, the
strength with which the one beam connecting member
is joined to the first and second beams is increased.
Loads can therefore be efficiently transmitted between
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the first beam and the second beam by the one beam
connecting member. Since there is also no need for a
separate member for joining the one beam connecting
member to the first and second beams, the number of
components can remain small, and a reduction in the
cost of the steering hanger assembly can be anticipated.
[0059] Furthermore, the extension flange extends in
the direction opposite the direction in which the separate
flange extends. Therefore, since the amount of offset of
the second beam with respect to the first beam is set to
a small value, both flanges can easily be provided to the
one beam connecting member even when the separate
flange is close to the extension flange. The degree of
freedom of arrangement of the first and second beams
can also be increased.
[0060] In the invention according to the fourteenth as-
pect, an inclined flange is formed in the one beam con-
necting member. The inclined flange is formed so as to
follow an edge of the facing surface part from the sepa-
rate flange at least through a region where the extension
flange is formed. Loads can therefore be efficiently trans-
mitted between the first beam and the second beam by
the inclined flange.
[0061] In the invention according to the fifteenth as-
pect, the through-hole and the extension flange are a
hole and an annular flange formed by burring the facing
surface part. The through-hole and the extension flange
can therefore be easily formed in the facing surface part.
[0062] In the invention according to the sixteenth as-
pect, at least one of the first and second beams compris-
es a beam body and a diameter expansion part at an end
part of the beam body on the lateral center side thereof.
The diameter of the diameter expansion part is greater
than the diameter of the beam body. The interval between
the external peripheral surface of the diameter expansion
part of the one beam and the external peripheral surface
of the other beam is therefore decreased by an amount
proportional to having the large-diameter diameter ex-
pansion part, even when the amount of offset of the sec-
ond beam with respect to the first beam is constant. Con-
sequently, the efficiency of load transmission between
the first beam and the second beam can be increased.
In particular, since the impulse energy of a collision with
an obstacle from a side of the vehicle, i.e., a so-called
lateral collision, can be efficiently transmitted between
the first beam and the second beam, the impulse energy
can be adequately transmitted to the front pillar on the
opposite side from that of the lateral collision. The overall
strength and rigidity of the beam structure can also be
increased.
[0063] Furthermore, since the interval between the ex-
ternal peripheral surface of the large-diameter part of the
one beam and the external peripheral surface of the other
beam can be set to a small value, the overall strength
and rigidity of the beam structure can be ensured even
when the diameter of the beam body of at least one beam
is small. Therefore, by reducing the diameter of the beam
body of at least one beam, the degree of freedom of ar-

rangement of the beam structure with respect to the ve-
hicle body is increased, and a reduction in weight of the
steering hanger assembly can be anticipated.
[0064] In the invention according to the seventeenth
aspect, the diameter expansion part is joined directly to
an external peripheral surface of the other of any of the
first and second beams. As a result, the diameter expan-
sion part can perform the role of one beam connecting
member of any of the left and right beam connecting
members. Since the diameter expansion part is directly
joined to the external peripheral surface of the other
beam, the strength with which the first beam and the sec-
ond beam are joined is increased. Consequently, the
overall strength and rigidity of the beam structure can be
further increased.
[0065] In the invention according to the eighteenth as-
pect, the diameter expansion part includes a tapered
part, the diameter of which increases toward the diameter
expansion part from the beam body. The efficiency of
load transmission from the beam body to the diameter
expansion part can therefore be increased, and the over-
all strength and rigidity of the beam structure can be in-
creased.
[0066] In the invention according to the nineteenth as-
pect, the one beam connecting member of any of the left
and right beam connecting members has a first flange
superposed on and joined to an external peripheral sur-
face of the diameter expansion part, and a second flange
superposed on and joined to the external peripheral sur-
face of the other beam. Since the one beam connecting
member can therefore be adequately joined to the diam-
eter expansion part and the other beam by the first and
second flanges, the joining strength is increased. As a
result, the overall strength and rigidity of the beam struc-
ture can be increased. The degree of freedom in setting
the amount of offset of the second beam with respect to
the first beam, or in the shape of the first and second
beams, can also be increased relative to a case in which
the diameter expansion part is joined directly to the other
beam.
[0067] In the invention according to the twentieth as-
pect, the diameter expansion part includes a large-diam-
eter part adjoining an end of the tapered part on a large-
diameter side thereof. The diameter of the large-diameter
part is set to be the same as the diameter of the end of
the tapered part on the large-diameter side thereof. The
first flange is joined to the large-diameter part. The first
flange can therefore be joined to the one beam stably
and without inclination relative to a case in which the first
flange is joined to a small-diameter portion. Furthermore,
the small-diameter beam body does not interfere with the
first flange when the first flange is superposed on the
external peripheral surface of the large-diameter diame-
ter expansion part. The first flange can therefore be easily
positioned relative to the one beam.
[0068] In the invention according to the twenty-first as-
pect, the diameter expansion part has a trapezoid part,
where the boundary between the beam body and the
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tapered part is a top side thereof, the boundary between
the tapered part and the large-diameter part is a bottom
side thereof, and outside lines of the tapered part are a
set of opposing sides thereof. Since the impulse energy
of a collision with an obstacle from a side of the vehicle,
i.e., a so-called lateral collision, can therefore be efficient-
ly transmitted between the first beam and the second
beam, the impulse energy can be adequately transmitted
to the front pillar on the opposite side from that of the
lateral collision. The overall strength and rigidity of the
beam structure can also be increased.
[0069] In the invention according to the twenty-second
aspect, the other vehicle body constituent member to
which the beam structure is connected by the vehicle
body connecting member is a floor panel. The vehicle
body connecting member extends from the one beam
connecting member to the floor panel. A load acting on
the beam structure is transmitted from the one beam con-
necting member to the floor panel via the vehicle body
connecting member. Since the beam structure is sup-
ported by the floor panel, the strength and rigidity of the
beam structure can be even further increased while an
increase in the weight of the vehicle body is suppressed.
[0070] In the embodiment according to the twenty-third
aspect, a distal-end part of a second beam extending
toward the lateral center from a left front pillar overlaps
with a distal-end part of a first beam extending toward a
lateral center from a right front pillar. Specifically, the sec-
ond beam is offset with respect to the first beam in the
front-rear direction and/or the top-bottom direction of the
vehicle body. The first and second beams can therefore
be easily arranged in the passenger compartment in ac-
cordance with an instrument panel.
[0071] Furthermore, the distal-end parts of the first and
second beams are connected by the left and right beam
connecting members. The first and second beams and
the left and right beam connecting members constitute
a beam structure. The beam structure is configured as
generally frame-shaped on a lateral center side. The
strength and rigidity of the joined portions of the distal-
end parts of the first and second beams can therefore be
increased.
[0072] The efficiency of load transmission between the
first beam and the second beam can also be increased.
In particular, since the impulse energy of a collision with
an obstacle from a side of the vehicle, i.e., a so-called
lateral collision, can be efficiently transmitted between
the first beam and the second beam, the impulse energy
can be adequately transmitted to the front pillar on the
opposite side from that of the lateral collision.
[0073] Furthermore, the one beam connecting mem-
ber of any of the left and right beam connecting members
has a first flange superposed on and joined to an external
peripheral surface of one beam, and a second flange
superposed on and joined to the external peripheral sur-
face of the other beam. Since the one beam connecting
member can therefore be adequately joined to the one
beam and the other beam by the first and second flanges,

the joining strength is increased. As a result, the overall
strength and rigidity of the beam structure can be even
further increased. Loads can also be more efficiently
transmitted mutually between the first flange and second
flange of the one beam connecting member.
[0074] Furthermore, the beam structure is connected
by the vehicle body connecting member to a floor panel
in addition to the left and right front pillars. Since the beam
structure is supported by the vehicle body connecting
member, a commensurate amount of additional strength
and rigidity can be provided. There is no need for further
reinforcement for increasing the strength and rigidity of
the beam structure. Since the weight of the beam struc-
ture can be suppressed, an increase in the weight of the
vehicle body can also be suppressed.
[0075] In the embodiment according to the twenty-third
aspect, offsetting the second beam with respect to the
first beam between the driver-seat side and the passen-
ger-seat side in this manner makes it possible to increase
the degree of freedom of arrangement in an instrument
panel. The strength and rigidity of the steering hanger
assembly can also be increased, and an increase in the
weight of the vehicle body can be suppressed.
[0076] In the embodiment according to the twenty-
fourth aspect, a distal-end part of a second beam extend-
ing toward the lateral center from a left front pillar overlaps
with a distal-end part of a first beam extending toward a
lateral center from a right front pillar. Specifically, the sec-
ond beam is offset with respect to the first beam in the
front-rear direction and/or the top-bottom direction of the
vehicle body. The first and second beams can therefore
be easily arranged in the passenger compartment in ac-
cordance with an instrument panel.
[0077] Furthermore, in the embodiment according to
the twenty-fourth aspect, at least one of the first and sec-
ond beams comprises a beam body and a diameter ex-
pansion part of the beam body. The diameter of the di-
ameter expansion part is greater than the diameter of the
beam body. The interval between the external peripheral
surface of the diameter expansion part of the one beam
and the external peripheral surface of the other beam is
therefore decreased by an amount proportional to having
the large-diameter diameter expansion part, even when
the amount of offset of the second beam with respect to
the first beam is constant. Consequently, the efficiency
of load transmission between the first beam and the sec-
ond beam can be increased. In particular, since the im-
pulse energy of a collision with an obstacle from a side
of the vehicle, i.e., a so-called lateral collision, can be
efficiently transmitted between the first beam and the
second beam, the impulse energy can be adequately
transmitted to the front pillar on the opposite side from
that of the lateral collision.
[0078] Furthermore, since the interval between the ex-
ternal peripheral surface of the large-diameter part of the
one beam and the external peripheral surface of the other
beam can be set to a small value, the overall strength
and rigidity of the beam structure can be ensured even
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when the diameter of the beam body of at least one beam
is small. Therefore, by reducing the diameter of the beam
body of at least one beam, the degree of freedom of ar-
rangement of the beam structure with respect to the ve-
hicle body can be increased.
[0079] Furthermore, the diameter expansion part is
joined directly to an external peripheral surface of the
other of any of the first and second beams. Specifically,
the distal-end parts of the first and second beams are
directly joined. The strength and rigidity of the joined por-
tions of the distal-end parts of the first and second beams
can therefore be increased.
[0080] The efficiency of load transmission between the
first beam and the second beam can also be increased.
In particular, since the impulse energy of a collision with
an obstacle from a side of the vehicle, i.e., a so-called
lateral collision, can be efficiently transmitted between
the first beam and the second beam, the impulse energy
can be adequately transmitted to the front pillar on the
opposite side from that of the lateral collision.
[0081] In the embodiment according to the twenty-
fourth aspect, offsetting the second beam with respect
to the first beam between the driver-seat side and the
passenger-seat side in this manner makes it possible to
increase the degree of freedom of arrangement in an
instrument panel. The strength and rigidity of the steering
hanger assembly can also be increased, and an increase
in the weight of the vehicle body can be suppressed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0082]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing a passenger
compartment of a vehicle in which is mounted a ve-
hicular steering hanger assembly according to a first
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing the vehicular
steering hanger assembly of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing a lateral center
portion of the vehicular steering hanger assembly of
FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view showing a lateral center
portion of a beam structure shown in FIG. 2, from in
front of the vehicle body;
FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along line 5-5 of FIG.
4;
FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along line 6-6 of FIG.
3;
FIG. 7 is a perspective view taken along arrowed line
7 of FIG. 3;
FIG. 8 is a perspective view as seen in the direction
of arrow 8 of FIG. 3;
FIG. 9 is a sectional view taken along line 9-9 of FIG.
7;
FIG. 10 is a sectional view showing a right half of the
vehicular steering hanger assembly according to a
second embodiment of the present invention, broken

at a lateral center thereof;
FIG. 11 is a perspective view showing a second
flange and a floor connecting frame shown in FIG. 10;
FIG. 12 is a sectional view taken along line 12-12 of
FIG. 10;
FIG. 13 is a sectional view showing a right half of a
vehicular steering hanger assembly according to a
third embodiment of the present invention, broken
at the lateral center thereof;
FIG. 14 is a sectional view taken along line 14-14 of
FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 is a perspective view showing the lateral
center portion of a vehicular steering hanger assem-
bly according to a fourth embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 16 is a sectional view showing a right half of the
vehicular steering hanger assembly of FIG. 15, bro-
ken at the lateral center thereof;
FIG. 17 is a perspective view showing a lateral center
portion of a vehicular steering hanger assembly ac-
cording to a fifth embodiment of the present invention
FIG. 18 is a perspective view showing a second
flange and a floor connecting frame shown in FIG.
17; and
FIG. 19 is a sectional view taken along line 19-19 of
FIG. 17.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0083] Certain preferred embodiments of the present
invention are described below with reference to the ac-
companying drawings.

First Embodiment

[0084] The vehicular steering hanger assembly ac-
cording to a first embodiment will be described with ref-
erence to FIGS. 1 through 9.
[0085] As shown in FIG. 1, a vehicle 10 is a passenger
car, for example, and a front engine compartment 13 and
a passenger compartment 12 positioned directly behind
the engine compartment 13 are formed in an inside of a
vehicle body 11. The vehicle body 11 is configured from
a monocoque body, and is formed essentially left-right
symmetrically. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, a front part
of the vehicle body 11 includes a dashboard 15, a floor
panel 16, left and right front pillars 17L, 17R, and left and
right side sills 18 (only the left side sill 18 being shown).
[0086] The dashboard 15 is a member for partitioning
the passenger compartment 12 and the engine compart-
ment 13, and comprises a dashboard lower panel 15a
on a bottom side thereof and a dashboard top panel 15b
on a top side thereof. The floor panel 16 extends toward
the rear of the vehicle body from a bottom end of the
dashboard 15. The left and right side sills 18 are posi-
tioned on both the left and right sides of a center part of
the vehicle body 11, and extend toward the front and rear
of the vehicle body 11. Laterally directed outside ends of
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the floor panel 16 are joined to the left and right side sills
18. The left and right front pillars 17L, 17R are erected
from front end parts of the left and right side sills 18.
[0087] A steering hanger assembly 20 is provided in a
position close to the dashboard 15 (to the rear of the
dashboard 15) in the passenger compartment 12. The
steering hanger assembly 20 is referred to by the abbre-
viation "hanger assembly 20" hereinafter. The hanger
assembly 20 supports a steering column 26 of a steering
apparatus 23.
[0088] The steering apparatus 23 includes a gear box
(not shown) positioned in the engine compartment 13, a
steering shaft 24 connected to a gear mechanism in the
gear box, a steering wheel 25 attached to the steering
shaft 24, and the steering column 26 for rotatably sup-
porting the steering shaft 24. The steering wheel 25 and
the steering column 26 are disposed on the right side,
for example, of the vehicle body 11.
[0089] The hanger assembly 20 includes a first beam
21, a second beam 22, and left and right beam connecting
members 27, 28 and vehicle body connecting members
32, 72. The first and second beams 21, 22 are configured
from laterally directed slender straight piping (commonly
referred to as "round piping") having a circular cross-sec-
tion, e.g., steel tubing. Since the first and second beams
21, 22 are configured from piping having a circular cross-
section, the first and second beams 21, 22 are referred
to as "pipes 21, 22" as appropriate.
[0090] The first beam 21 is one beam disposed on a
driver’s seat side, and extends linearly toward the vehi-
cle-width center from the right front pillar 17R. An end
part of the first beam 21 on the outside in the lateral di-
rection is attached to the right front pillar 17 by a right
hanger support 34.
[0091] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 7 through 9, the first
beam 21 comprises a laterally directed slender beam
body 91 that extends toward the lateral center from the
right front pillar 17R, and a diameter expansion part 92
on an end part 97 of the beam body 91 on the lateral
center side thereof.
[0092] The diameter expansion part 92 is continuously
formed on the end part 97 of the beam body 91 (general
part 91), and comprises a tapered part 93 and a large-
diameter part 94. The tapered part 93 (broadening part
93) is a complete round tapered ring, the diameter of
which gradually increases from the end part 97 on the
lateral center side of the beam body 91 toward the lateral
outside, i.e., toward the left front pillar 17L. The diameter
expansion part 92 thus includes the tapered part 93, the
diameter of which increases toward the diameter expan-
sion part 92 from the beam body 91. The large-diameter
part 94 (flat surface part 94) is a short complete-circular
ring adjoining an end 98 of the tapered part 93 on the
large-diameter side thereof. The diameter of the large-
diameter part 94 is set to be the same as the diameter
of the end 98 of the tapered part 93 on the large-diameter
side thereof. An end surface 95 (extended end surface
95) of the large-diameter part 94 corresponds to an end

of the first beam 21 on the lateral center side thereof.
[0093] As shown in FIG. 9, the outline of the tapered
part 93 is trapezoidal as viewed in a cross-section of the
first beam 21 along the longitudinal direction of the first
beam 21. In other words, the diameter expansion part 92
has a trapezoidal space S1, i.e., a trapezoid part S1,
where the boundary 97 (end part 97) between the beam
body 91 and the tapered part 93 is the top side thereof,
the boundary 98 between the tapered part 93 and the
large-diameter part 94 is the bottom side thereof, and the
outside lines 99, 99 of the tapered part 93 are a set of
opposing sides thereof.
[0094] As shown in FIGS. 1, 2, and 6, the second beam
22 is another beam disposed on a passenger seat side,
and extends linearly toward the lateral center from the
left front pillar 17L. An end part of the second beam 22
on the outside in the lateral direction is attached to the
left front pillar 17L by a left hanger support 35. A distal-
end part 96 of the left second beam 22 on at least the
lateral center side overlaps with the distal-end part of the
first beam 21 on the lateral center side with or without a
gap therebetween. The direction of the overlapping is in
the front-rear direction and/or the top-bottom direction of
the vehicle body.
[0095] Specifically, the left-side second beam 22 is dis-
posed parallel to and at a predetermined interval from
the right-side first beam 21. The distal-end part 96 of the
left second beam 22 on at least the lateral center side
thereof is offset with respect to the first beam 21 in the
front-rear direction and/or the top-bottom direction of the
vehicle body. For example, the left second beam 22 is
offset with respect to the first beam 21 in the upward and
forward direction of the vehicle body.
[0096] Furthermore, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, top
ends of a pair of substantially vertical glove box support
members 33, 33 are attached to the second beam 22.
Bottom ends of the pair of glove box support members
33, 33 are attached to the dashboard lower panel 15a or
the left front pillar 17L. A glove box (not shown) is sup-
ported by the pair of glove box support members 33, 33.
[0097] As shown in FIGS. 1, 3, and 6, the left and right
beam connecting members 27, 28 are members for con-
necting the mutually overlapping distal-end parts of the
first and second beams 21, 22. At least one of the left
and right beam connecting members 27, 28, e.g., the
right beam connecting member 27, is a member for sup-
porting the steering column 26. The right beam connect-
ing member 27 is referred to as the "steering support
bracket 27" or the "first bracket 27," as appropriate. The
left beam connecting member 28 is referred to as the
"second bracket 28," as appropriate.
[0098] The laterally extending first and second beams
21, 22 and the left and right beam connecting members
27, 28 extending in the front-rear direction of the vehicle
body constitute a beam structure 31. The beam structure
31 is positioned in the middle of the passenger compart-
ment 12. In other words, the beam structure 31 is posi-
tioned higher than the floor panel 16 and close to the
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dashboard 15 (to the rear of the dashboard 15).
[0099] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the beam structure
31 is joined by the vehicle body connecting member 32
to the dashboard 15 positioned in front of the beam struc-
ture 31, and is joined by the vehicle body connecting
member 72 to the floor panel 16 positioned below the
beam structure 31.
[0100] The vehicle body connecting member 32 is re-
ferred to hereinafter as the "first vehicle body connecting
member 32" or the "dash connecting bracket 32," as ap-
propriate. The vehicle body connecting member 72 is
referred to hereinafter as the "second vehicle body con-
necting member 72," the "floor connecting frame 72," or
the "stay 72," as appropriate.
[0101] Specifically, the beam structure 31 is connected
to a vehicle body constituent member 15 of the vehicle
body 11 other than the left and right front pillars 17L, 17R,
i.e., to the dashboard 15 as well, by the substantially hor-
izontal first vehicle body connecting member 32. The
beam structure 31 is connected to a vehicle body con-
stituent member 16 of the vehicle body 11 other than the
left and right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the floor panel
16 as well, by the substantially vertical second vehicle
body connecting member 72.
[0102] More specifically, as shown in FIGS. 3, 6, and
7, the first vehicle body connecting member 32 is a mem-
ber for connecting the steering support bracket 27 (right
beam connecting member 27) of the beam structure 31
to the dashboard 15. The first vehicle body connecting
member 32 is configured from a member separate from
the steering support bracket 27, and comprises a press-
molded article made from a plate material such as a steel
plate.
[0103] The dash connecting bracket 32 is a press-
formed article made from a steel plate, and comprises a
vertical plate-shaped lateral surface part 37, a horizontal
plate-shaped top surface part 38 extending in the lateral
direction from a top end of the lateral surface part 37, a
horizontal plate-shaped bottom surface part 39 extend-
ing in the lateral direction from a bottom end of a rear-
half portion of the lateral surface part 37, and a front sur-
face part 41 extending downward from a front end of the
lateral surface part 37.
[0104] A rear end of the lateral surface part 37 is joined
to the steering support bracket 27. The front surface part
41 is joined to the dashboard 15.
[0105] A notch 42 and a plurality of relief holes 43a
through 43d are formed in the dash connecting bracket
32 partway in the front-rear direction of the vehicle body.
In other words a notch 42 and a plurality of relief holes
43a through 43d are formed in the lateral surface part
37. The notch 42 is a cut-out portion of the bottom end
of the lateral surface part 37 located partway in the front-
rear direction. The relief holes 43a through 43d are
through-holes penetrating through the lateral surface
part 37 in the lateral direction. Proper strength and rigidity
in the dash connecting bracket 32 are ensured by having
the notch 42 and the plurality of relief holes 43a through

43d in the lateral surface part 37. A top-surface notch 44
for ensuring proper strength and rigidity is formed in the
top surface part 38.
[0106] As shown in FIGS. 4, 5, and 6, the steering sup-
port bracket 27 is formed having a substantially U-shaped
cross-section, and the open end of the substantially U-
shaped cross-section is closed by a cover 48. As a result,
the steering support bracket 27 is formed as a substan-
tially rectangular closed section. Specifically, the steering
support bracket 27 is a press-molded article comprising
a horizontal plate-shaped bottom surface part 51 and ver-
tical plate-shaped left and right lateral surface parts 52,
52 extending upward from both lateral-direction ends of
the bottom surface part 51.
[0107] In the steering support bracket 27, the sides 51,
52, 52 constituting the substantially U-shaped cross-sec-
tion, i.e., the bottom surface part 51 and the left and right
lateral surface parts 52, 52, are joined to at least one of
the first beam 21 and the second beam 22.
[0108] Specifically, an extension piece 53 extending
rearward is integrally formed at a rear end of the bottom
surface part 51. The extension piece 53 is joined to a
bottom surface 21b (see FIG. 6) of the first beam 21. Left
and right flanges 54, 54 (left and right bent pieces 54,
54) extending outward in the lateral direction are inte-
grally formed at rear ends of the left and right lateral sur-
face parts 52, 52. The left and right flanges 54, 54 are
joined to a front surface 21c of the first beam 21 and a
front surface 22c of the second beam 22.
[0109] As shown in FIGS. 4 through 6, the cover 48 is
formed having a substantially inverted-U-shaped cross-
section, and is a press-molded article comprising a hor-
izontal plate-shaped top surface part 56 and vertical
plate-shaped left and right cover side surface parts 57,
57 which extend downward from both ends in the lateral
direction of the top surface part 56. A cover extension
piece 58 extending upward and to the rear is integrally
formed at a rear end of the top surface part 56.
[0110] As shown in FIG. 4, bottom parts 54b, 54b of
the left and right flanges 54, 54 and the extension piece
53 constitute a first joint 61. The first joint 61 is joined to
a distal-end part of the first beam 21 on the lateral center
side thereof, i.e., to the vicinity of the end part 97 of the
beam body 91. Top parts 54a, 54a of the left and right
flanges 54, 54, and the cover extension piece 58 of the
cover 48 constitute a second joint 62. The second joint
62 is joined to the distal-end part 96 of the second beam
22 on the lateral center side thereof. The steering support
bracket 27 thus has the first joint 61 and the second joint
62.
[0111] As is clear from the above description, the ex-
tension piece 53 and the left and right flanges 54, 54 of
the steering support bracket 27 are joined to the first
beam 21 or the second beam 22. The extension piece
58 of the cover 48 is joined to either the distal-end part
of the first beam 21 or the distal-end part 96 of the second
beam 22. In other words, the sides 51, 52, 52 and the
cover 48 of the steering support bracket 27 are joined to
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the first beam 21 or the second beam 22.
[0112] As shown in FIG. 7, the first beam 21 is con-
nected to the dashboard 15 by a steering support bracket
64, a cover 65, and a dash connecting bracket 66. The
steering support bracket 64 is positioned on the outside
in the lateral direction relative to the steering column 26.
The steering support bracket 64 is formed having a sub-
stantially U-shaped cross-section, in the same manner
as the right beam connecting member 27 described
above, and the open end of the substantially U-shaped
cross-section is closed by the cover 65. As a result, the
steering support bracket 64 is formed as a substantially
rectangular closed section.
[0113] The cover 65 is formed having a substantially
inverted-U-shaped cross-section, in the same manner
as the cover 48. The dash connecting bracket 66 is a
member for connecting the steering support bracket 64
to the dashboard 15. The dash connecting bracket 66 is
configured from a member separate from the steering
support bracket 64.
[0114] As shown in FIGS. 1, 2, and 8, the steering sup-
port bracket 27 is positioned on the lateral center side
with respect to the steering column 26. The left beam
connecting member 28 is positioned on the lateral center
side a predetermined distance apart from the steering
support bracket 27. A second vehicle body connecting
member 72 is formed integrally with the left beam con-
necting member 28. The second vehicle body connecting
member 72 extends downward from a bottom part of the
left beam connecting member 28, and is supported by
the floor panel 16. Specifically, the second vehicle body
connecting member 72 is a member for connecting the
first and second beams 21, 22 to the floor panel 16.
[0115] As shown in FIGS. 3, 6, 7, and 9, the left beam
connecting member 28 comprises a facing surface part
73, a front surface joint 74, a rear surface joint 75, a bot-
tom joint 76, and a top surface joint 77.
[0116] The facing surface part 73 is a flat plate-shaped
portion facing an end surface 95 (end surface 95 of the
large-diameter part 94) on the lateral center side of the
first beam 21 so as to cover the end surface 95. The
facing surface part 73 is separated from the end surface
95 across a gap.
[0117] The front surface joint 74 curves from an edge
of the facing surface part 73 so as to follow the surface
21c (front surface 21c) on the vehicle-body front side of
an external peripheral surface 21a of the first beam 21,
and is joined to the surface 21c on the vehicle-body front
side. More specifically, the front surface joint 74 is joined
to the surface 21c on the vehicle-body front side of the
large-diameter part 94.
[0118] The rear surface joint 75 curves from an edge
of the facing surface part 73 so as to follow a surface 21d
(rear surface 21d) on the vehicle-body rear side of the
external peripheral surface 21a of the first beam 21, and
is joined to the surface 21d on the vehicle-body rear side.
More specifically, the rear surface joint 75 is joined to the
surface 21d on the vehicle-body rear side of the large-

diameter part 94.
[0119] The bottom joint 76 is positioned facing a bottom
part of the circular end surface 95. The bottom joint 76
is a portion bulging toward the end surface 95 of the first
beam 21 from the facing surface part 73, and is super-
posed on and joined to the end surface 95.
[0120] The left beam connecting member 28 is thus
joined to the first beam 21 by the joining of the front sur-
face joint 74, the rear surface joint 75, and the bottom
joint 76 to the first beam 21. A first flange 81 is configured
from the front surface joint 74 and the rear surface joint
75. The first flange 81 (first joint 81) extends from the
facing surface part 73 so as to follow the first beam 21,
and is joined to the external peripheral surface 21a of the
first beam 21, i.e., to an external peripheral surface of
the diameter expansion part 92.
[0121] The top surface joint 77 is a portion extending
toward a surface 22b (bottom surface 22b) on a bottom
side of an external peripheral surface 22a of the second
beam 22 from an edge of the facing surface part 73, and
curving so as to follow the external peripheral surface
22a from an extending distal end, and is joined to the
surface 22b on the bottom side of the external peripheral
surface 22a. The top surface joint 77 is referred to as the
"second flange 82" or the "second joint 82," as appropri-
ate. Specifically, the top surface joint 77 corresponds to
a second flange 82 (second joint 82). The diameter ex-
pansion part 92 is thus joined to the external peripheral
surface 22a of the second beam 22 by the second flange
82.
[0122] As is clear from the above description, the left
beam connecting member 28 has the first flange 81 and
the second flange 82.
[0123] As shown in FIGS. 1, 3, and 6, the floor con-
necting frame 72 is a member having a substantially U-
shaped cross-section that extends continuously toward
the floor panel 16 from a bottom part of the left beam
connecting member 28, and comprises a side wall 83, a
front wall 84, and a rear wall 85.
[0124] The side wall 83 is a flat plate-shaped portion
extending continuously toward the floor panel 16 from
the facing surface part 73. A wall surface of the side wall
83 faces the lateral direction. The front wall 84 is a portion
bent toward the right side of the vehicle body from a front
end of the side wall 83, and extends continuously toward
the floor panel 16 from the front surface joint 74. The rear
wall 85 is a portion bent toward the right side of the vehicle
body from a rear end of the side wall 83, and extends
continuously toward the floor panel 16 from the rear sur-
face joint 75.
[0125] The floor connecting frame 72 has a floor joint
86 at a bottom end thereof. The floor joint 86 is joined to
the floor panel 16. For example, as shown in FIG. 1, a
tunnel part 16a which bulges into the passenger com-
partment 12 is provided in the lateral center of the floor
panel 16. The tunnel part 16a extends in the front-rear
direction of the vehicle body. The floor joint 86 is joined
directly, or indirectly via a bracket 16b, to a top part of
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the tunnel part 16a. As a result, the floor joint 86 is directly
or indirectly joined to the floor panel 16.

Second Embodiment

[0126] The vehicular steering hanger assembly ac-
cording to a second embodiment will be described with
reference to FIGS. 10 through 12. FIG. 10 is a view cor-
responding to FIG. 6. FIG. 12 is a view corresponding to
FIG. 9.
[0127] The steering hanger assembly 100 for a vehicle
according to the second embodiment is characterized in
that the left beam connecting member 28 of the first em-
bodiment shown in FIGS. 6, 7, and 9 is changed to the
left beam connecting member 108 shown in FIGS. 10
through 12. Other aspects of the configuration of the
present embodiment are the same as in the configuration
shown in FIGS. 1 through 9, and therefore will not be
described.
[0128] The left beam connecting member 108 is a
member for connecting the mutually overlapping distal-
end parts of the first and second beams 21, 22, in the
same manner as the left beam connecting member 28
of the first embodiment. The left beam connecting mem-
ber 108 is referred to as the "second bracket 108," as
appropriate. The second vehicle body connecting mem-
ber 72, configured the same as in the first embodiment,
is formed integrally with a bottom part of the left beam
connecting member 108.
[0129] The left beam connecting member 108 has a
first flange 121, the second flange 82, a front wall 123,
and a rear wall 124.
[0130] The first flange 121 and the second flange 82
are formed in the facing surface part 73. The first flange
121 (first joint 121) is joined to the external peripheral
surface 21a of the first beam 21, i.e., to the external pe-
ripheral surface of the large-diameter part 94. The first
flange 121 comprises a through-hole 118 and an exten-
sion flange 119. The second flange 82 (second joint 82)
is configured the same as in the first embodiment, and
is configured from the top surface joint 77.
[0131] The left beam connecting member 108 is de-
scribed in detail below. The left beam connecting mem-
ber 108 comprises the facing surface part 73, the top
surface joint 77, the through-hole 118, and the extension
flange 119. The facing surface part 73 and the top surface
joint 77 have essentially the same configuration as in the
first embodiment.
[0132] The extension flange 119 is an annular portion
extending in the longitudinal direction of the first beam
21 from an edge 118a of the through-hole 118. The ex-
tension flange 119 extends in the opposite direction from
the right hanger support 34 (see FIG. 1). The inside di-
ameter of the annular extension flange 119 is the same
as the diameter of the through-hole 118, and is sized to
allow fitting of the large-diameter part 94 of the first beam
21. The large-diameter part 94 is fitted together with the
internal peripheral surfaces of the through-hole 118 and

the extension flange 119, and is joined to the extension
flange 119,
[0133] The length of the first beam 21 has a fabrication
tolerance. However, the passing of the first beam 21
through the through-hole 118 and the annular extension
flange 119 enables the length tolerance of the first beam
21 to be absorbed.
[0134] The facing surface part 73 also has the exten-
sion flange 119. There is therefore no need for the facing
surface part 73 to be provided with the bottom joint 76
(see FIG. 7) of the first embodiment. Specifically, there
is no need for the bottom joint 76 to bulge from the facing
surface part 73. As a result, the formability of the left
beam connecting member 108 is increased.
[0135] The through-hole 118 and the extension flange
119 are formed by burring the flat plate-shaped facing
surface part 73. The through-hole 118 and the extension
flange 119 can therefore be easily formed.
[0136] The front wall 123 is a portion bent toward the
right side of the vehicle body from the front end of the
facing surface part 73, and continues to the front wall 84
of the vehicle body connecting member 72. The rear wall
124 is a portion bent toward the right side of the vehicle
body from a rear end of the facing surface part 73, and
continues to the rear wall 85 of the vehicle body connect-
ing member 72.
[0137] The beam structure 125 according to the sec-
ond embodiment comprises the first beam 21, the second
beam 22, the right beam connecting member 27, and the
left beam connecting member 108. The basic configura-
tion of the beam structure 125 is the same as that of the
beam structure 31 of the first embodiment shown in FIGS.
1 through 9, and the beam structure 125 is characterized
in that the role of the left beam connecting member 28
in the first embodiment described above is performed by
the left beam connecting member 108.
[0138] The beam structure 125 is positioned within the
passenger compartment 12 shown in FIG. 1. Specifically,
the beam structure 125 is positioned higher than the floor
panel 16 and close to the dashboard 15 (to the rear of
the dashboard 15). The beam structure 125 is joined by
the first vehicle body connecting member 32 to the dash-
board 15 positioned in front of the beam structure 125,
and is joined by the second vehicle body connecting
member 72 to the floor panel 16 positioned below the
beam structure 125.
[0139] Specifically, the beam structure 125 is connect-
ed to a vehicle body constituent member 15 of the vehicle
body 11 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 other than the left and
right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the dashboard 15 as
well, by the first vehicle body connecting member 32.
The beam structure 125 is connected to a vehicle body
constituent member 16 of the vehicle body 11 other than
the left and right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the floor
panel 16 as well.
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Third Embodiment

[0140] The vehicular steering hanger assembly ac-
cording to a third embodiment will be described with ref-
erence to FIGS. 13 and 14. FIG. 13 is a view correspond-
ing to FIG. 6. FIG. 14 is a view corresponding to FIG. 9.
[0141] The steering hanger assembly 130 for a vehicle
according to the third embodiment is characterized in that
the left beam connecting member 28 of the first embod-
iment shown in FIGS. 6, 7, and 9 is changed to the left
beam connecting member 138 shown in FIGS. 13 and
14. Other aspects of the configuration of the present em-
bodiment are the same as in the configuration shown in
FIGS. 1 through 9, and therefore will not be described.
[0142] The left beam connecting member 138 is a
member for connecting the mutually overlapping distal-
end parts of the first and second beams 21, 22, in the
same manner as the left beam connecting member 28
of the first embodiment. The left beam connecting mem-
ber 138 is referred to as the "second bracket 138," as
appropriate.
[0143] The second vehicle body connecting member
72 is configured from a member separate from the left
beam connecting member 138. Specifically, a vehicle-
body-side joint 148 is formed at a bottom end of the left
beam connecting member 138. A beam joint 152 is
formed at a top end of the second vehicle body connect-
ing member 72. The beam joint 152 is superposed on
the vehicle-body-side joint 148 from a side thereof, and
is joined to the vehicle-body-side joint 148 by welding
(spot welding or the like) or bolt fastening.
[0144] A beam structure 165 according to the third em-
bodiment comprises the first beam 21, the second beam
22, the right beam connecting member 27, and the left
beam connecting member 138. The basic configuration
of the beam structure 165 is the same as that of the beam
structure 31 of the first embodiment shown in FIGS. 1
through 9, and the beam structure 165 is characterized
in that the role of the left beam connecting member 28
in the first embodiment described above is performed by
the left beam connecting member 138.
[0145] The beam structure 165 is positioned within the
passenger compartment 12 shown in FIG. 1. Specifically,
the beam structure 165 is positioned higher than the floor
panel 16 and close to the dashboard 15 (to the rear of
the dashboard 15). The beam structure 165 is joined by
the first vehicle body connecting member 32 to the dash-
board 15 positioned in front of the beam structure 165,
and is joined by the second vehicle body connecting
member 72 to the floor panel 16 positioned below the
beam structure 165.
[0146] Specifically, the beam structure 165 is connect-
ed to a vehicle body constituent member 15 of the vehicle
body 11 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 other than the left and
right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the dashboard 15 as
well, by the first vehicle body connecting member 32.
The beam structure 165 is connected to a vehicle body
constituent member 16 of the vehicle body 11 other than

the left and right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the floor
panel 16 as well.

Fourth Embodiment

[0147] The vehicular steering hanger assembly ac-
cording to a fourth embodiment will be described with
reference to FIGS. 15 and 16. FIG. 15 is a view corre-
sponding to FIG. 3. FIG. 16 is a view corresponding to
FIG. 6.
[0148] The steering hanger assembly 170 for a vehicle
according to the fourth embodiment is characterized in
that the beam structure 31 of the first embodiment shown
in FIGS. 3 and 6 is changed to the beam structure 181
shown in FIGS. 15 and 16. Other aspects of the config-
uration of the present embodiment are the same as in
the configuration shown in FIGS. 1 through 9, and there-
fore will not be described.
[0149] A top surface clearance part 207 is formed in
the facing surface part 73. The top surface clearance part
207 is a portion that is cut out so as to range from the
facing surface part 73 to the front surface joint 74, and
allows the large-diameter part 94 of the diameter expan-
sion part 92 to abut the bottom surface 22b of the second
beam 22 at a rear position thereof. The formation of the
top surface clearance part 207 makes it possible for the
large-diameter part 94 to directly contact the external pe-
ripheral surface 22a of the second beam 22.
[0150] An external peripheral surface of the large-di-
ameter part 94 is directly adjacent to the external periph-
eral surface 22a of the second beam 22, and is joined
directly to the external peripheral surface 22a. As a result,
the large-diameter part 94 connects the mutually over-
lapping distal-end parts of the first and second beams
21, 22. Consequently, the diameter expansion part 92
can perform the role of the left beam connecting member
28 (second bracket 28) of the first embodiment.
[0151] The beam structure 181 according to the fourth
embodiment comprises the first beam 21, the diameter
expansion part 92 of the first beam 21, the second beam
22, and the right beam connecting member 27. The basic
configuration of the beam structure 181 is the same as
that of the beam structure 31 of the first embodiment,
and the beam structure 181 is characterized in that the
role of the left beam connecting member 28 (see FIG. 6)
in the first embodiment described above is performed by
the diameter expansion part 92.
[0152] As shown in FIG. 1, the beam structure 181 is
positioned within the passenger compartment 12. Spe-
cifically, the beam structure 181 is positioned higher than
the floor panel 16 and close to the dashboard 15 (to the
rear of the dashboard 15). The beam structure 181 is
joined by the first vehicle body connecting member 32 to
the dashboard 15 positioned in front of the beam structure
181, and is joined by the second vehicle body connecting
member 72 to the floor panel 16 positioned below the
beam structure 181.
[0153] Specifically, the beam structure 181 is connect-
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ed to a vehicle body constituent member 15 of the vehicle
body 11 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 other than the left and
right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the dashboard 15 as
well, by the first vehicle body connecting member 32.
The beam structure 181 is connected to a vehicle body
constituent member 16 of the vehicle body 11 other than
the left and right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the floor
panel 16 as well.

Fifth Embodiment

[0154] The vehicular steering hanger assembly ac-
cording to a fifth embodiment will be described with ref-
erence to FIGS. 17 through 19. FIG. 19 is a view corre-
sponding to FIG. 12.
[0155] The steering hanger assembly 210 for a vehicle
according to the fifth embodiment is characterized in that
the left beam connecting member 108 of the second em-
bodiment shown in FIGS. 10 through 12 is changed to
the left beam connecting member 218 shown in FIGS.
17 through 19. Other aspects of the configuration of the
present embodiment are the same as in the configura-
tions shown in FIGS. 1 through 9 and 17 through 19, and
therefore will not be described.
[0156] The left beam connecting member 218 is a
member for connecting the mutually overlapping distal-
end parts of the first and second beams 21, 22, in the
same manner as the left beam connecting member 108
of the second embodiment. The left beam connecting
member 218 is referred to as the "second bracket 218,"
as appropriate.
[0157] The second vehicle body connecting member
72 of the fifth embodiment is configured the same as in
the second embodiment, and is formed integrally with a
bottom part of the left beam connecting member 218.
However, the floor connecting frame 72 of the fifth em-
bodiment is formed having a substantially U-shaped
cross-section which is open toward the left side of the
vehicle body.
[0158] The left beam connecting member 218 is a
member for connecting the mutually overlapping distal-
end parts of the first and second beams 21, 22, in the
same manner as the left beam connecting member 108
of the second embodiment. The left beam connecting
member 218 is referred to as the "second bracket 218,"
as appropriate. The second vehicle body connecting
member 72, configured the same as in the first embodi-
ment, is formed integrally with the bottom part of the left
beam connecting member 218.
[0159] The left beam connecting member 218 has a
first flange 231, the second flange 82 (separate flange
82), a front wall 224, a rear wall 225, and inclined flanges
234, 235.
[0160] The first flange 231 and the second flange 82
are formed in a facing surface part 223. The first flange
231 (first joint 231) is joined to the external peripheral
surface 21a of the first beam 21, i.e., to the external pe-
ripheral surface of the large-diameter part 94. The first

flange 231 comprises a through-hole 228 and an exten-
sion flange 229. The second flange 82 (second joint 82)
is configured the same as in the second embodiment,
and is configured from the top surface joint 77.
[0161] The left beam connecting member 218 is de-
scribed in detail below. The left beam connecting mem-
ber 218 comprises the facing surface part 223, the top
surface joint 77, the through-hole 228, and the extension
flange 229. The facing surface part 223 has essentially
the same configuration as the facing surface part 73 in
the second embodiment. The top surface joint 77 has
essentially the same configuration as in the second em-
bodiment.
[0162] The extension flange 229 is an annular portion
extending in the longitudinal direction of the first beam
21 from an edge 228a of the through-hole 228. The ex-
tension flange 229 extends toward the right hanger sup-
port 34 (see FIG. 1). The inside diameter of the annular
extension flange 229 is the same as the diameter of the
through-hole 228, and is sized to allow fitting of the large-
diameter part 94 of the first beam 21. The large-diameter
part 94 is fitted together with the internal peripheral sur-
faces of the through-hole 228 and the extension flange
229, and is joined to the extension flange 229.
[0163] The length of the first beam 21 has a fabrication
tolerance. However, the passing of the first beam 21
through the through-hole 228 and the annular extension
flange 229 enables the length tolerance of the first beam
21 to be absorbed.
[0164] The facing surface part 223 also has the exten-
sion flange 229. There is therefore no need for the facing
surface part 223 to be provided with the bottom joint 76
(see FIG. 7) of the first embodiment. Specifically, there
is no need for the bottom joint 76 to bulge from the facing
surface part 223. As a result, the formability of the left
beam connecting member 218 is increased.
[0165] The through-hole 228 and the extension flange
229 are formed by burring the flat plate-shaped facing
surface part 223. The through-hole 228 and the extension
flange 229 can therefore be easily formed.
[0166] The front wall 224 is a portion bent toward the
left side of the vehicle body from the front end of the
facing surface part 223, and continues to the front wall
84 of the vehicle body connecting member 72. The front
wall 224 has essentially the same configuration as the
front wall 123 of the second embodiment. The rear wall
225 is a portion bent toward the left side of the vehicle
body from a rear end of the facing surface part 223, and
continues to the rear wall 85 of the vehicle body connect-
ing member 72. The rear wall 225 has essentially the
same configuration as the rear wall 124 of the second
embodiment.
[0167] Furthermore, the front wall 224 has the front-
side inclined flange 234 in a top part thereof. The rear
wall 225 has the rear-side inclined flange 235 in a top
part thereof. Specifically, the top portion of the front wall
224 is configured from the front-side inclined flange 234.
The top portion of the rear wall 225 is configured from
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the rear-side inclined flange 235.
[0168] The front and rear inclined flanges 234, 235 ex-
tend from the facing surface part 223 in the extension
direction of the separate flange 82. The inclined flanges
234, 235 are formed so as to follow the edge of the facing
surface part 223 from the separate flange 82 at least
through the region where the extension flange 229 is
formed.
[0169] As shown in FIG. 19, the extension lengths of
the front and rear inclined flanges 234, 235 with respect
to the facing surface part 223 are set such that the portion
adjacent to the second flange 82 is set to L1, and a bot-
tom-end portion is set to L2. The extension length L2 of
the bottom-end portion is smaller than the extension
length L1 of the portion adjacent to the second flange 82.
The extension lengths L1, L2 of the front and rear inclined
flanges 234, 235 are thus set so as to gradually decrease
from the second flange 82 (separate flange 82) to the
region where the extension flange 229 is formed.
[0170] A beam structure 219 according to the fifth em-
bodiment comprises the first beam 21, the second beam
22, the right beam connecting member 27, and the left
beam connecting member 218. The basic configuration
of the beam structure 125 is the same as that of the beam
structure 31 of the first embodiment shown in FIGS. 1
through 9, and the beam structure 125 is characterized
in that the role of the left beam connecting member 28
in the first embodiment described above is performed by
the left beam connecting member 218.
[0171] The beam structure 219 is positioned within the
passenger compartment 12 shown in FIG. 1. Specifically,
the beam structure 219 is positioned higher than the floor
panel 16 and close to the dashboard 15 (to the rear of
the dashboard 15). The beam structure 219 is joined by
the first vehicle body connecting member 32 to the dash-
board 15 positioned in front of the beam structure 219,
and is joined by the second vehicle body connecting
member 72 to the floor panel 16 positioned below the
beam structure 125.
[0172] Specifically, the beam structure 219 is connect-
ed to a vehicle body constituent member 15 of the vehicle
body 11 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 other than the left and
right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the dashboard 15 as
well, by the first vehicle body connecting member 32.
The beam structure 125 (*2) is connected to a vehicle
body constituent member 16 of the vehicle body 11 other
than the left and right front pillars 17L, 17R, i.e., to the
floor panel 16 as well.
[0173] In the present invention, each of the steering
hanger assemblies 20, 100, 130, 170, 210 for a vehicle
according to the first through fifth embodiments may be
configured so as to be combinable as appropriate.
[0174] The steering hanger assemblies 20, 100, 130,
170, 210 for a vehicle are also not limited to a right-hand-
drive vehicle 10, and can be employed in a left-hand-
drive vehicle.
[0175] The first beam 21 can also be disposed on the
left side of the vehicle body 11, and the second beam 22

can be disposed on the right side of the vehicle body 11.
[0176] As shown in FIG. 1, the floor connecting frame
28 is connected to the floor panel 16, but this configura-
tion is not limiting, and the floor connecting frame 28 may
be connected to the dashboard lower panel 15a, for ex-
ample.
[0177] A configuration is also included in which the ve-
hicle body connecting members 32, 72 are positioned
apart in the lateral direction from the left and right beam
connecting members 27, 28.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0178] The vehicular steering hanger assembly per-
taining to the present invention is suitable for application
in a passenger car such as a sedan or a wagon.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0179]

11 vehicle body
15 other vehicle body constituent member (dash-
board)
16 other vehicle body constituent member (floor pan-
el)
17R right front pillar
17L left front pillar
20, 100, 130, 170, 210 steering hanger assembly for
vehicle
21 first beam (one beam, pipe)
21a external peripheral surface
21b bottom surface of external peripheral surface
21c front surface of external peripheral surface
21d rear surface of external peripheral surface
22 second beam (other beam)
22a external peripheral surface of other beam
26 steering column
27, 192 left and right beam connecting members
27 right beam connecting member (steering support
bracket)
28, 108, 138, 192, 218 left beam connecting member
(one beam connecting member)
31, 125, 165, 181, 219 beam structure
32 vehicle body connecting member
42 notch
48 cover
53, 54 sides constituting substantially U-shaped
cross-section
61 first joint
62 second joint
72 vehicle body connecting member (floor connect-
ing frame)
73 facing surface part
74 front surface joint
75 rear surface joint
76 bottom joint
81, 121, 231 flange (first flange 81)
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82 separate flange (second flange)
83 side wall
84 front wall
85 rear wall
91 beam body
92 diameter expansion part at end part on lateral
center side of beam body
93 tapered part
94 large-diameter part
95 end surface on lateral center side of one beam
97 end part on lateral center side of beam body
(boundary between beam body and tapered part)
98 end on large-diameter side of tapered part
(boundary between tapered part and large-diameter
part)
99 outside line of tapered part
113 facing surface part
118, 218 through-hole
118a, 228a edge of through-hole
119, 229 annular extension flange
192 one beam connecting member
218 one beam connecting member
223 facing surface part
234, 235 inclined flanges
L1, L2 extension lengths of inclined flanges
S1 trapezoid part

Claims

1. A vehicular steering hanger assembly for supporting
a, steering column (26), comprising:

a first beam (21) extending toward a lateral cent-
er from a right front pillar (17R);
a second beam (22) extending toward the lateral
center from a left front pillar (17L), a distal-end
part of the second beam on the center side there-
of overlapping with a distal-end part of the first
beam on the center side thereof with or without
a gap therebetween in a front-rear direction
and/or a top-bottom direction of a vehicle body
(11); and
left and right beam connecting members (28,
108, 138, 192, 218; 27) for connecting the mu-
tually overlapping distal-end parts of the first and
second beams;
a beam structure being configured from the first
and second beams and the left and right beam
connecting members; and
the beam structure being also connected by a
vehicle body connecting member (37, 72) to a
vehicle body constituent member (15, 16) of the
vehicle body other than the left and right front
pillars (17R, 17L),
wherein the other vehicle body constituent
member than the left and right front pillars com-
prises a dashboard (15) positioned in front of

the beam structure,
wherein at least one of the left and right beam
connecting members (27, 192) comprises a
steering support bracket (27) for supporting the
steering column (26),
characterized in that
the vehicle body connecting member (32) com-
prises a member of the beam structure and is
adapted for connecting the steering support
bracket (27) to the dashboard (15), the vehicle
body connecting member (32) comprising a
member separate from the steering support
bracket,
the steering support bracket (27) is formed to
have a substantially U-shaped cross-section,
and an open end of the substantially U-shaped
cross-section is closed by a cover (48), and
sides constituting the substantially U-shaped
cross-section of the steering support bracket
(27) being joined to one of the first and second
beams, and the cover being joined to the distal-
end part of the first beam (21) and/or the distal-
end part of the second beam (22).

2. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 1, wherein the steering support bracket (27)
has a first joint (61) joined to the distal-end part of
the first beam (21) and a second joint (62) joined to
the distal-end part of the second beam (22).

3. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 1 or 2, wherein the vehicle body connecting
member (32) comprises a press-molded plate, and
a notch (42) is formed therein at a location partway
in a front-rear direction of the vehicle body.

4. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 1, wherein:

the other vehicle body constituent member com-
prises a floor panel (16) positioned below the
beam structure;
the vehicle body connecting member (72) is a
member extending to the floor panel from any
one of the right beam connecting member (27)
and the left beam connecting member (28, 108,
138 192, 218);
the one beam connecting member has a flange
(81, 121, 231); and
the flange extends from the one beam connect-
ing member so as to follow an external periph-
eral surface of any one beam of the first and
second beams and is joined to the external pe-
ripheral surface.

5. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 4, wherein
the one beam connecting member having a facing
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surface part facing an end surface of the one beam
on a lateral center side thereof; and
the flange (81, 121, 231) extending so as to follow
the external peripheral surface of the one beam from
the facing surface part in the one beam connecting
member,
and wherein, preferably:

the flange includes a front surface joint (74)
joined to a front surface in the external peripheral
surface of the one beam, and a rear surface joint
(75) joined to a rear surface in the external pe-
ripheral surface;
the vehicle body connecting member (72) is a
member having a substantially U-shaped cross-
section in plan view and comprising a side wall
(83) extending downward from a bottom end of
the facing surface part, a front wall (84) extend-
ing downward from a bottom end of the front
surface joint; and a rear wall (85) extending
downward from a bottom end of the rear surface
joint;
the one beam connecting member has a bottom
joint (76) protruding from the facing surface part
toward a bottom part of an end surface of the
one beam on the lateral center side thereof; and
the bottom joint (76) is joined to the bottom part
of the end surface.

6. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 4 or 5, wherein
the one beam connecting member has, besides the
flange (76), a separate flange (82) joined to the other
of any of the first and second beams, and
the separate flange (82) is a portion extending from
an edge of the facing surface part so as to follow the
external peripheral surface of the other beam, and
being joined to the external peripheral surface.

7. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 4, wherein the flange (76) has a through-
hole (118, 218) formed in a facing surface part of the
one beam connecting member facing the lateral di-
rection, the one beam being able to pass through
the through-hole, and an annular extension flange
(119, 229) extending from an edge of the through-
hole so as to follow the external peripheral surface
of the one beam.

8. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 7, wherein
the one beam connecting member has, besides the
flange, a separate flange (82) joined to the other of
any of the first and second beams;
the separate flange (82) is a portion extending from
an edge of the facing surface part along the external
peripheral surface of the other beam toward the front
pillar on the side on which the other beam is joined,

and being joined to the external peripheral surface;
and
the extension flange (119, 229) extends toward the
front pillar on the side on which the one beam is
joined,
and wherein, preferably:

the one beam connecting member has an in-
clined flange (234, 235) extending in the exten-
sion direction of the separate flange from the
facing surface part;
the inclined flange (234, 235) is formed so as to
follow an edge of the facing surface part from
the separate flange at least through a region
where the extension flange (119, 229) is formed;
and
the extension length of the inclined flange is set
so as to gradually decrease from the separate
flange to the region.

9. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 7, wherein the through-hole (118, 218) and
the extension flange (119, 229) are a hole and an
annular flange formed by burring the facing surface
part.

10. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 1, wherein
at least one of the first and second beams (21, 22)
comprises a pipe; the pipe comprises a beam body
(91) and a diameter expansion part (92) at an end
part of the beam body on the lateral center side there-
of; and
the diameter of the diameter expansion part is great-
er than the diameter of the beam body.

11. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 10, wherein the diameter expansion part (92)
either is joined directly to an external peripheral sur-
face of the other of any of the first and second beams
(21, 22), whereby one beam connecting member of
any of the left and right beam connecting members
is configured from the diameter expansion part,
or includes a tapered part (93), the diameter of which
increases toward the diameter expansion part from
the beam body.

12. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 11, wherein the one beam connecting mem-
ber of any of the left and right beam connecting mem-
bers (28, 108, 138 192, 218) has:

a first flange (81) superposed on and joined to
an external peripheral surface of the diameter
expansion part of the one beam; and
a second flange (82) superposed on and joined
to the external peripheral surface of the other
beam.
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13. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 12, wherein
the diameter expansion part (92) includes a large-
diameter part adjoining an end of the tapered part
on a large-diameter side thereof;
the diameter of the large-diameter part (94) is set to
be the same as the diameter of the end of the tapered
part on the large-diameter side thereof; and
the first flange (81) is joined to the large-diameter part
and wherein, preferably:

the diameter expansion part (92) has a trapezoid
part, where the boundary between the beam
body and the tapered part is a top side thereof,
the boundary between the tapered part and the
large-diameter part is a bottom side thereof, and
outside lines of the tapered part are a set of op-
posing sides thereof.

14. The vehicular steering hanger assembly according
to claim 12 or 13, wherein
the other vehicle body constituent member is a floor
panel (16) positioned below the beam structure; and
the vehicle body connecting member (72) is a mem-
ber extending from the one beam connecting mem-
ber to the floor panel.

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung zum
Tragen einer Lenksäule (26), welche aufweist:

einen ersten Balken (21), der sich von einer
rechten Frontsäule (17R) zu einer Quermitte er-
streckt;
einen zweiten Balken (22), der sich von einer
linken Frontsäule (17L) zu der Quermitte er-
streckt, wobei ein distales Endteil des zweiten
Balkens an seiner Mittelseite mit einem distalen
Endteil des ersten Balkens an dessen Mittelsei-
te mit oder ohne Spalt dazwischen in Vorne-Hin-
ten-Richtung und/oder Oben-Unten-Richtung
einer Fahrzeugkarosserie (11) überlappt; und
linke und rechte Balkenverbindungselemente
(28, 108, 138, 192, 218; 27) zum Verbinden der
einander überlappenden distalen Endteile der
ersten und zweiten Balken;
eine Balkenstruktur, die aus den ersten und
zweiten Balken und den linken und rechten Bal-
kenverbindungselementen konfiguriert ist; und
die Balkenstruktur auch durch ein Fahrzeugka-
rosserieverbindungselement (37, 72) mit einem
anderen Fahrzeugkarosseriebauelement (15,
16) der Fahrzeugkarosserie als den linken und
rechten Frontsäulen (17R, 17L) verbunden ist,
wobei das andere Fahrzeugkarosseriebauele-
ment als die linken und rechten Frontsäulen eine

vor der Balkenstruktur angeordnete Spritzwand
(15) aufweist,
wobei zumindest eines der linken und rechten
Balkenverbindungselemente (27, 192) einen
Lenkungsträger (27) zum Tragen der Lenksäule
(26) aufweist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Fahrzeugkarosserieverbindungselement
(32) ein Element der Balkenstruktur aufweist
und ausgelegt ist, um den Lenkungsträger (27)
mit der Spritzwand (15) zu verbinden, wobei das
Fahrzeugkarosserieverbindungselement (32)
ein Element aufweist, das von dem Lenkungs-
träger getrennt ist,
der Lenkungsträger (27) so ausgebildet ist, dass
er einen im Wesentlichen U-förmigen Quer-
schnitt hat, und ein offenes Ende des im We-
sentlichen U-förmigen Querschnitts durch einen
Deckel (48) geschlossen ist, und
Seiten, die den im Wesentlichen U-förmigen
Querschnitt des Lenkkungsträgers (27) darstel-
len, mit einem der ersten und zweiten Balken
verbunden sind, und der Deckel mit dem dista-
len Endteil des ersten Balkens (21) und/oder
dem distalen Endteil des zweiten Balkens (22)
verbunden ist.

2. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Lenkungsträger (27) ei-
ne erste Verbindung (61), die mit dem distalen End-
teil des ersten Balkens (21) verbunden ist, und eine
zweite Verbindung (62), die mit dem distalen Endteil
des zweiten Balkens (22) verbunden ist, aufweist.

3. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Fahrzeugkaros-
serieverbindungselement (32) eine pressgeformte
Platte aufweist, und darin eine Kerbe (42) an einer
Teilweg-Stelle in Vorne-Hinten-Richtung der Fahr-
zeugkarosserie ausgebildet ist.

4. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 1, wobei:

das andere Fahrzeugkarosseriebauelement ei-
ne unter der Balkenstruktur angeordnete Bo-
denplatte (16) aufweist;
das Fahrzeugkarosserieverbindungselement
(72) ein Element ist, das sich von einem des
rechten Balkenverbindungselements (27) und
des linken Balkenverbindungselements (28,
108, 138, 192, 218) zu der Bodenplatte hin er-
streckt;
das eine Balkenverbindungselement einen
Flansch (81, 121, 231) aufweist; und
sich der Flansch von dem einen Balkenverbin-
dungselement erstreckt, um einer Außenum-
fangsfläche von einem der ersten und zweiten
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Balken zu folgen und mit der Außenumfangsflä-
che verbunden ist.

5. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 4, wobei
das eine Balkenverbindungselement ein gegenü-
berliegendes Oberflächenteil aufweist, das einer
Endfläche des einen Balkens an dessen Quermittel-
seite gegenüberliegt; und
sich der Flansch (81, 121, 231) so erstreckt, dass er
der Außenumfangsfläche des einen Balkens von
dem gegenüberliegenden Oberflächenteil in dem ei-
nen Balkenverbindungselement folgt,
und wobei bevorzugt:

der Flansch eine vordere Oberflächenverbin-
dung (74) enthält, die mit einer Vorderseite in
der Außenumfangsfläche des einen Balkens
verbunden ist, sowie eine hintere Oberflächen-
verbindung (75), die mit einer Rückseite in der
Außenumfangsfläche verbunden ist;
das Fahrzeugkarosserieverbindungselement
(72) ein Element ist, das in Draufsicht einen im
Wesentlichen U-förmigen Querschnitt hat und
eine Seitenwand (83), die sich von einem unte-
ren Ende des gegenüberliegenden Oberflä-
chenteils nach unten erstreckt, eine vordere
Wand (84), die sich von einem unteren Ende der
vorderen Oberflächenverbindung nach unten
erstreckt, sowie eine Rückwand (85), die sich
von einem unteren Ende der hinteren Oberflä-
chenverbindung nach unten erstreckt, aufweist;
das eine Balkenverbindungselement eine unte-
re Verbindung (76) aufweist, die von dem ge-
genüberliegenden Oberflächenteil zu einem un-
teren Teil einer Endfläche des einen Balkens an
dessen Quermittelseite vorsteht; und
die untere Verbindung (76) mit dem unteren Teil
der Endfläche verbunden ist.

6. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei
das eine Balkenverbindungselement, abgesehen
vom Flansch (76), einen separaten Flansch (82) auf-
weist, der mit dem anderen der ersten und zweiten
Balken verbunden ist, und
der separate Flansch (82) ein Abschnitt ist, der sich
von einem Rand des gegenüberliegenden Oberflä-
chenteils erstreckt, um der Außenumfangsfläche
des anderen Balkens zu folgen, und mit der Außen-
umfangsfläche verbunden ist.

7. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Flansch (76) ein Durch-
gangsloch (118, 218) aufweist, das in einem in der
Querrichtung gegenüberliegenden Oberflächenteil
des einen Balkenverbindungselements ausgebildet
ist, wobei der eine Balken durch das Durchgangs-

loch führbar ist, und ein ringförmiger Verlängerungs-
flansch (119, 229) sich von dem Rand des Durch-
gangslochs erstreckt, um der Außenumfangsfläche
des einen Balkens zu folgen.

8. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 7, wobei das eine Balkenverbin-
dungselement, abgesehen vom Flansch, einen se-
paraten Flansch (82) aufweist, der mit dem anderen
der ersten und zweiten Balken verbunden ist;
der separate Flansch (82) ein Abschnitt ist, der sich
von einem Rand des gegenüberliegenden Oberflä-
chenteils entlang der Außenumfangsfläche des an-
deren Balkens zu der Frontsäule an der Seite er-
streckt, an der der andere Balken angeschlossen ist,
und mit der Außenumfangsfläche verbunden ist; und
sich der Verlängerungsflansch (119, 229) zu der
Frontsäule an der Seite erstreckt, an der der eine
Balken angeschlossen ist,
und wobei bevorzugt:

das eine Balkenverbindungselement einen
schrägen Flansch (234, 235) aufweist, der sich
in der Erstreckungsrichtung des separaten
Flanschs von dem gegenüberliegenden Ober-
flächenteil erstreckt;
der schräge Flansch (234, 235) so ausgebildet
ist, dass er einem Rand des gegenüberliegen-
den Oberflächenteils von dem separaten
Flansch zumindest durch einen Bereich folgt,
wo der Verlängerungsflansch (119, 229) ausge-
bildet ist; und
die Erstreckungslänge des schrägen Flanschs
so gesetzt ist, dass sie von dem separaten
Flansch zu dem Bereich hin allmählich abnimmt.

9. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Durchgangsloch (118,
218) und der Verlängerungsflansch (119, 229) ein
Loch sind, und ein ringförmiger Flansch durch Bör-
deln des gegenüberliegenden Oberflächenteils ge-
bildet ist.

10. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 1, wobei zumindest einer der ersten
und zweiten Balken (21, 22) ein Rohr aufweist;
das Rohr einen Balkenkörper (91) und ein im Durch-
messer erweitertes Teil (92) an einem Endteil des
Balkenkörpers an dessen Quermittelseite aufweist;
und
der Durchmesser des im Durchmesser erweiterten
Teils größer ist als der Durchmesser des Balkenkör-
pers.

11. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 10, wobei das im Durchmesser er-
weiterte Teil (92) entweder direkt mit einer Außen-
umfangsfläche des anderen des ersten und zweiten
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Balkens (21, 22) verbunden ist, wodurch ein Balken-
verbindungselement eines der linken und rechten
Balkenverbindungselemente aus dem im Durch-
messer erweiterten Teil konfiguriert ist,
oder ein verjüngtes Teil (93) enthält, dessen Durch-
messer von dem Balkenkörper zu dem im Durch-
messer erweiterten Teil hin zunimmt.

12. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 11, wobei das eine Verbindungsele-
ment von einem der linken und rechten Balkenver-
bindungselemente (28, 108, 138, 192, 218) aufweist:

einen ersten Flansch (81), der auf einer Außen-
umfangsfläche des im Durchmesser erweiterten
Teils des einen Balkens aufliegt und damit ver-
bunden ist; und
einen zweiten Flansch (82), der auf der Außen-
umfangsfläche des anderen Balkens aufliegt
und damit verbunden ist.

13. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 12, wobei
das im Durchmesser erweiterte Teil (92) ein im
Durchmesser großes Teil enthält, das an ein Ende
des verjüngten Teils an dessen im Durchmesser gro-
ßen Seite hin angrenzt;
der Durchmesser des im Durchmesser großen Teils
(94) so gesetzt ist, dass er gleich dem Durchmesser
des Endes des verjüngten Teils an dessen im Durch-
messer großen Seite ist; und
der erste Flansch (81) mit dem im Durchmesser gro-
ßen Teil verbunden ist,
und wobei bevorzugt:

das im Durchmesser erweiterte Teil (92) ein tra-
pezförmiges Teil hat, wo die Grenze zwischen
dem Balkenkörper und dem verjüngten Teil sei-
ne Oberseite ist, die Grenze zwischen dem ver-
jüngten Teil und dem im Durchmesser großen
Teil seine Unterseite ist und Außenlinien des
verjüngten Teils an seinen gegenüberliegenden
Seiten sitzen.

14. Die Fahrzeuglenkungsaufhängungsanordnung
nach Anspruch 12 oder 13, wobei
das andere Fahrzeugkarosseriebauelement eine
unter der Balkenstruktur angeordnete Bodenplatte
(16) ist; und
das Fahrzeugkarosserieverbindungselement (72)
ein Element ist, das sich von dem einen Balkenver-
bindungselement zu der Bodenplatte erstreckt.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
pour supporter une colonne de direction (26),

comprenant :

une première poutre (21) s’étendant vers un
centre latéral depuis un montant avant droit
(17R) ;
une seconde poutre (22) s’étendant vers le cen-
tre latéral depuis un montant avant gauche
(17L), une partie d’extrémité distale de la secon-
de poutre sur le côté central de celle-ci chevau-
chant une partie d’extrémité distale de la pre-
mière poutre sur le côté central de celle-ci avec
ou sans écartement entre elles dans une direc-
tion avant-arrière et/ou une direction de haut-
bas d’une carrosserie de véhicule (11) ; et
des organes de raccordement de poutre gauche
et droit (28, 108, 138, 192, 218 ; 27) pour rac-
corder les parties d’extrémité distale mutuelle-
ment chevauchantes des première et seconde
poutres ;
une structure de poutre étant configurée à partir
des première et seconde poutres et des organes
de raccordement de poutre gauche et droit ; et
la structure de poutre étant également raccor-
dée par un organe de raccordement de carros-
serie de véhicule (37, 72) à un organe constitutif
de carrosserie de véhicule (15, 16) de la carros-
serie de véhicule autre que les montants avant
gauche et droit (17R, 17L),
dans lequel l’organe constitutif de carrosserie
de véhicule autre que les montants avant gau-
che et droit comprend un tableau de bord (15)
positionné devant la structure de poutre,
dans lequel au moins l’un des organes de rac-
cordement de poutre gauche et droit (27, 192)
comprend un support de colonne de direction
(27) pour supporter la colonne de direction (26),
caractérisé en ce que
l’organe de raccordement de carrosserie de vé-
hicule (32) comprend un organe de la structure
de poutre et est adapté pour raccorder le support
de colonne de direction (27) au tableau de bord
(15), l’organe de raccordement de carrosserie
de véhicule (32) comprenant un organe séparé
du support de colonne de direction,
le support de colonne de direction (27) est formé
pour avoir une section transversale sensible-
ment en forme de U, et une extrémité ouverte
de la section transversale sensiblement en for-
me de U est fermée par un couvercle (48), et
des côtés constituant la section transversale
sensiblement en forme de U du support de co-
lonne de direction (27) étant joints à l’une des
première et seconde poutres, et le couvercle
étant joint à la partie d’extrémité distale de la
première poutre (21) et/ou à la partie d’extrémité
distale de la seconde poutre (22).

2. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
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selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le support de
colonne de direction (27) a un premier joint (61) joint
à la partie d’extrémité distale de la première poutre
(21) et un second joint (62) joint à la partie d’extrémité
distale de la seconde poutre (22).

3. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’organe
de raccordement de carrosserie de véhicule (32)
comprend une plaque moulée à la presse, et une
encoche (42) y est formée au niveau d’un emplace-
ment à mi-chemin dans une direction avant-arrière
de la carrosserie de véhicule.

4. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

l’autre organe constitutif de carrosserie de vé-
hicule comprend un panneau de plancher (16)
positionné en dessous de la structure de poutre ;
l’organe de raccordement de carrosserie de vé-
hicule (72) est un organe s’étendant jusqu’au
panneau de plancher depuis l’un quelconque de
l’organe de raccordement de poutre droit (27)
et de l’organe de raccordement de poutre gau-
che (28, 108, 138, 192, 218) ;
ledit organe de raccordement de poutre a une
bride (81, 121, 231) ; et
la bride s’étend depuis ledit organe de raccor-
dement de poutre de façon à suivre une surface
périphérique externe d’une quelconque poutre
des première et seconde poutres et est jointe à
la surface périphérique externe.

5. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 4, dans lequel
ledit organe de raccordement de poutre ayant une
partie de surface en regard qui est en regard d’une
surface d’extrémité de ladite poutre sur un côté cen-
tral latéral de celui-ci ; et
la bride (81, 121, 231) s’étendant de façon à suivre
la surface périphérique externe de ladite poutre de-
puis la partie de surface en regard dans ledit organe
de raccordement de poutre,
et dans lequel, de préférence :

la bride comporte un joint de surface avant (74)
joint à une surface avant dans la surface péri-
phérique externe de ladite poutre, et un joint de
surface arrière (75) joint à une surface arrière
dans la surface périphérique externe ;
l’organe de raccordement de carrosserie de vé-
hicule (72) est un organe ayant une section
transversale sensiblement en forme de U en vue
en plan et comprenant une paroi de côté (83)
s’étendant vers le bas depuis une extrémité bas-
se de la partie de surface en regard, une paroi
avant (84) s’étendant vers le bas depuis une ex-

trémité basse du joint de surface avant ; et une
paroi arrière (85) s’étendant vers le bas depuis
une extrémité basse du joint de surface arrière ;
ledit organe de raccordement de poutre a un
joint bas (76) faisant saillie depuis la partie de
surface en regard vers une partie basse d’une
surface d’extrémité de ladite poutre sur son côté
central latéral ; et
le joint bas (76) est joint à la partie basse de la
surface d’extrémité.

6. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel
ledit organe de raccordement de poutre a, en plus
de la bride (76), une bride séparée (82) jointe à l’autre
de l’une quelconque des première et seconde pou-
tres, et
la bride séparée (82) est une portion s’étendant de-
puis un bord de la partie de surface en regard de
façon à suivre la surface périphérique externe de
l’autre poutre, et étant jointe à la surface périphéri-
que externe.

7. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la bride (76) a
un trou traversant (118, 218) formé dans une partie
de surface en regard dudit organe de raccordement
de poutre qui est en regard de la direction latérale,
ladite poutre étant capable de passer à travers le
trou traversant, et une bride d’extension annulaire
(119, 229) s’étendant depuis un bord du trou traver-
sant de façon à suivre la surface périphérique exter-
ne de ladite poutre.

8. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
ledit organe de raccordement de poutre a, en plus
de la bride, une bride séparée (82) jointe à l’autre de
l’une quelconque des première et seconde poutres ;
la bride séparée (82) est une portion s’étendant de-
puis un bord de la partie de surface en regard le long
de la surface périphérique externe de l’autre poutre
vers le montant avant sur le côté sur lequel est jointe
l’autre poutre, et étant jointe à la surface périphéri-
que externe ; et
la bride d’extension (119, 229) s’étend vers le mon-
tant avant sur le côté sur lequel est jointe ladite pou-
tre,
et dans lequel, de préférence :

ledit organe de raccordement de poutre a une
bride inclinée (234, 235) s’étendant dans la di-
rection d’extension de la bride séparée depuis
la partie de surface en regard ;
la bride inclinée (234, 235) est formée de façon
à suivre un bord de la partie de surface en regard
depuis la bride séparée au moins à travers une
région où est formée la bride d’extension (119,
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229) ; et
la longueur d’extension de la bride inclinée est
fixée de façon à diminuer progressivement de
la bride séparée à la région.

9. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le trou traver-
sant (118, 218) et la bride d’extension (119, 229)
sont un trou et une bride annulaire formés par éba-
vurage de la partie de surface en regard.

10. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
au moins l’une des première et seconde poutres (21,
22) comprend un tube ;
le tube comprend un corps de poutre (91) et une
partie d’agrandissement de diamètre (92) au niveau
d’une partie d’extrémité du corps de poutre sur son
côté central latéral ; et
le diamètre de la partie d’agrandissement de diamè-
tre est supérieur au diamètre du corps de poutre.

11. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 10, dans lequel la partie
d’agrandissement de diamètre (92)
soit est jointe directement à une surface périphérique
externe de l’autre de l’une quelconque des première
et seconde poutres (21, 22), moyennant quoi un or-
gane de raccordement de poutre de l’un quelconque
des organes de raccordement de poutre gauche et
droit est configuré à partir de la partie d’agrandisse-
ment de diamètre,
soit comporte une partie effilée (93), dont le diamètre
augmente vers la partie d’agrandissement de dia-
mètre depuis le corps de poutre.

12. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 11, dans lequel ledit organe
de raccordement de poutre de l’un quelconque des
organes de raccordement de poutre gauche et droit
(28, 108, 138, 192, 218) a :

une première bride (81) superposée sur et jointe
à une surface périphérique externe de la partie
d’agrandissement de diamètre de ladite poutre ;
et
une seconde bride (82) superposée sur et jointe
à la surface périphérique externe de l’autre pou-
tre.

13. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 12, dans lequel
la partie d’agrandissement de diamètre (92) com-
porte une partie de grand diamètre contiguë à une
extrémité de la partie effilée sur un côté de grand
diamètre de celle-ci ;
le diamètre de la partie de grand diamètre (94) est
fixé pour être le même que le diamètre de l’extrémité

de la partie effilée sur son côté de grand diamètre ; et
la première bride (81) est jointe à la partie de grand
diamètre
et dans lequel, de préférence :

la partie d’agrandissement de diamètre (92) a
une partie trapézoïdale, où la limite entre le
corps de poutre et la partie effilée est un côté
haut de celle-ci, la limite entre la partie effilée et
la partie de grand diamètre est un côté bas de
celle-ci, et des lignes extérieures de la partie
effilée sont un jeu de côtés opposés de celle-ci.

14. Ensemble de suspension de direction de véhicule
selon la revendication 12 ou 13, dans lequel
l’autre organe constitutif de carrosserie de véhicule
est un panneau de plancher (16) positionné en des-
sous de la structure de poutre ; et
l’organe de raccordement de carrosserie de véhicule
(72) est un organe s’étendant dudit organe de rac-
cordement de poutre au panneau de plancher.
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